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Today's News - April 5, 2005
This month, SMPS takes on how to generate profitable fees. -- Call for entries: religious architecture and art. -- Is too much planning holding Singapore back from being an international city? --
Shortlist for Singapore casino resort gets longer. -- Shortlist named for futuristic "enterprise campus" in U.K. -- Colleges spend big to look cool (but is the bubble about to burst?). -- High hopes
for reviving Mount Snowdon. -- Dam plan in Laos is damned. -- Sustainable design in Korea is still a hard sell. -- Safdie as globe-trotter. -- Libeskind revisits Denver museum project. -- Astorino
proud of Vatican chapel.
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 April '05 Build Business: Generating the Most Profitable Fees. By Eric P. Mott

Call for Entries: 2005 Faith & Form/IFRAA Religious Art and Architecture Design Awards;
deadline: June 1- Faith & Form Magazine

Is Singapore a truly international city? Food, love, tropical plants and less planning may
hold key...announcing the launch of the $3 million Architecture + Urban Design Promotion
Programme- Singapore Today

Top architects gear up for resort battle: World-renowned names in the running to design
project - The Stubbins Associates; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo (WATG); Paul
Steelman Design Group; Pei Cobb Freed & Partners; Daniel Libeskind; Arata Isozaki-
Business Times (Singapore)

'Enterprise campus' plan for Norwich: ...competition to draw up ideas for...community
where people will live, learn and work in futuristic buildings... - LSI; Nicholas Grimshaw &
Partners; Knox Bhavan; Sheppard Robson- Business.EDP24.co.uk

Colleges spend big to look cool: schools across the nation are adapting to significant
technological advancements and student enrollment growth by remodeling, renovating,
and expanding outdated architecture.- Christian Science Monitor

Wanted: £2m to rebuild 'highest slum in Wales': Creating a place for refuge and
refreshment at the 3,560ft summit of Mount Snowdon has never been a task for the faint-
hearted. - Clough Williams-Ellis (1898); Furneaux Stewart- Independent (UK)

Nakai plateau: Dammed to Oblivion: A verdant plateau in Laos is home to some of the
world's rarest animal species. Now...it will disappear as part of a huge scheme to export
hydroelectricity.- Independent (UK)

Savvy eco-designs alter family roles, abandon formulas: Lee Yun-ha...is one of the first
Korean architects to bring "sustainable" designs to modern architecture.- JoongAng Daily
(Korea)

Nation builder: When Moshe Safdie schedules an appointment these days, he has to
make sure he doesn't show up in the wrong country.- Jerusalem Post

Part of the process: Architect of Denver Art Museum wing says his job is far from over. By
Mary Voelz Chandler - Daniel Libeskind [images/video link]- Rocky Mountain News
(Denver)

Chapel of the Holy Spirit architect felt like 'a pencil in God's hand': ...first American
architect to design a building at the Vatican. - Astorino- Pittsburgh Tribune-Review

Holocaust History Museum at Yad Vashem: A new museum tells a dark story, and then
bursts through to the light. - Moshe Safdie and Associates [imagaes]- ArchNewsNow

 
-- Morphosis: Cooper Union, New York City
-- Erik Møllers Tegnestue: Hotel Skt. Petri, Copenhagen, Denmark
-- Letter from the Editor: Exploring Copenhagen and environs
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